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ABSTRACT: The invention relates to a two-axis gimbal sup- 
ported payload of an orbital spacecraft. In normal orbit opera- 
tion, the gimbal is supported along each of its rotational axes 
by a sleeve and thrust bearing assembly permitting pivotal mo- 
tion of the gimbal in response to relatively low amplitude loads 
occasioned by orbital forces. Initially, the sleeve and thrust 
bearings are disengaged from the gimbal and a gimbal lock 
mechanism restrains pivotal motion of the gimbal during 
launch of the spacecraft. The gimbal lock mechanism further 
sealably contains the sleeve and thrust bearings thereby isolat- 
ing them from contaminants until attaining a required orbit. A 
spring motor is actuated to disengage the gimbal lock 
mechanism and engage the sleeve and thrust bearings sub- 
sequent to launch. Electrical conductors in the form of metal 
strips, together with an associated insulating strip, are 
wrapped spirally about a rotational axis of the gimbal to pro- 
vide power conduction to the gimbal payload without in- 
troduction of restraining forces which would interfere with the 
angular movement of the suspended gimbal. 
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AND FIG. 6 is a section generally ong the lines 6-6 of FIG. 5. 
With more particular reference to the drawings, here  is 

The invention described herein was made in the per- shown in FIG. 1 a two-axis pivotal gimbal, generally indicated 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the at lo, and pivotal about a first axis 112 and a second orthogonal 
provisions of section 305 of the National Aeronautics and 5 axis 14. For example, the gimbal 10 is pivotal about the first 
Space Act of 1958. Public Law 85-568 Stat. 434; 42 USC axis 12 by rotation upon a shaft 96 and 1Qa which, as shown in 
2457. the FIG. is discontinued through the area defined by the encir- 

The present invention relates to bearing and gimbal lock ap- cling gimbal arms 18 and 20. The gimbal 10 will pivot about 
paratus for supporting a two-axis gimbal carrying a payload the second axis 14 by rotation upon a shaft 22 extending 
such as a spacecraft gravity gradient stabilization boom pro- 10 generally centrally through the area defined by the gimbal 
vided with an end mass. More specifically, the invention re- arms 18 and 20. Each extended portion of the shaft 14 extends 
lates to sleeves and thrust bearings providing low friction rota. axially through a generally cylindrical spiral flex lead module 
tional supports along each axis of the gimbal, the bearings 24. Additionally, one end of the shaft 16 is provided with a 

supporting bearing and gimbal lock 26 provided integrally 
l5 with an enlarged cylindricdl encoder assemblv 28. The op- 

thereby permitting &gular motion of the gimbal in response 
so reiatively low amplitude loads experienced in orbit. The in- 
vention is further characterized by a gimbal lock mechanism 
which initially restrains angular motion of the gimbal, thereby 
preventing motion thereof in response to damaging forces oc- 
casioned by loads associated with spacecraft launch. Addi- 
tionally, during spacecraft launch the sleeve and thrust 
bearings are disengaged from the gimbal, the gimbal lock 
mechanism further serving to encase the sleeve and thrust 
bearings to prevent exposure thereof to contamination. Elec- 
trical leads are supplied to the electrical components carried 
by the gimbal, which leads each comprises a metal strip with 
an associated insulating strip spirally wrapped in scroll fashion 
about a pivotal axis of the gimbal, the spiral configuration of 
the leads preventing excessive loading or motion restraining of 
the sleeve and thrust bearing suspended gimbal. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide low 
friction rotational support for a freely pivotal, suspended gim- 
bal. 

A further object of the invention is to provide a gimbal lock 
mechanism initially restraining pivotal motion of a gimbal dur- 
ing an interim of relatively high loads. 

A further object of the invention is to provide apparatus for 
disengaging a motion restraining mechanism from a gimbal 
and for engaging a low friction rotational support on said gim- 
bal. 

A further object of the invention is to provide a motion- 
restraining mechanism initially preventing pivotal motion of a 
gimbal and isolating the suspension system of the gimbal from 
contaminants. 

Another object of the invention is to provide apparatus for 
actively disengaging a motion restraining mechanism from a 
gimbal and simuitaneously engaging bearing supports on said 
gimbal for suspending the gimbal for two-axis angular motion 
in response to relatively low amplitude loads. 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide electrical 
conductors for a pivotally supported gimbal, which conduc- 
tors are spirally wrapped about a pivotal axis of the gimbal and 
so constructed and arranged to provide electrical current 
paths to efectrica! components carried by the gimbal without 
introducing loads or further restraining the angular motion of 
said gimbal. 

Qther objects and many attendant advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent upon a perusal of the follow- 
ing detailed description thereof taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic in perspective of the bearing and gim- 
bal lock apparatus and spiral flex lead module according to 
the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a detail cross section of a bearing and gimbal lock 
apparatus as illustrated in FIG. I; 
FIG. 3 is a detail cross section of an additional embodiment 

of a bearing and gimbal lock apparatus according to the inven- 
tion and used in conjunction with the apparatus as illustrated 
in FIG. 2 for supporting and restraining the motion of a gimbal 
along one pivotal axis thereof; 

FIG. 4 is a detail cross section, illustrating in schematic the 
bearing and gimbal lock apparatus of FIGS. 2 and 3 with the 
bearings engaged on the gimbal and the gimbal lock 
mechanism disengaged from the gimbal; 

FIG. 5 i s  a detailed section of the spiral flex lead module as 
illustrated in FIG. 4;  and 

posed end I&of the shaft 16 is provided with a-complirnenta- 
ry bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 30 with an associated 
torquer assembly 32. The shaft 22 is provided at one end with 
a supporting bearing and gimbal lock assembly 34 located axi- 

20 ally along the shaft 22 and at the intersection of arms 18 and 
28. Integrally associated with the bearing and gimbal lock 
mechanism 34 is an encoder 36. The opposite end of the shaft 
22 is provided with a complimentary bearing and gimbal lock 

25 mechanism 38 associated with an enlarged cylindrical torquer 
assembly 40. The bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 38 is 
located axially on a shaft 22 and at the intersection of arms IS 
and 269. The payload for the two-axis pivotal gimbal 80 is 
located centrally of the shaft 22 and comprises a relatively 

30 large mass extensible boom 42 secured to the shaft 22 in any 
well-known manner. A boom deployer 44 and associated 
power source 46 is carried on the boom end and utilized ac- 
cordingly as a tip mass. As well known in the prior art, the 
boom and associated tip mass may be used for gravity gradient 

35 stabilization of a spacecraft to which the gimbal may be 
pivotally supported on the bearing and gimbal lock 
mechanisms in a manner to be hereinafter explained in detail. 

Accordingly, the gimbal supported boom comprises a gravi- 
ty gradient control system which is sleeve and rhrusr bearing 

of angular 
freedom with respect to a spacecraft on which the gimbal is 
mwnted. Further the gimbal is characterized hy an optical 
shaft encoder and a DC torquer provided for each gimbal axis 
for actively torqueing and controlling the pivotal motion of 

45 the gimbal. The encoder and torquer will not be described in 
detail since they comprise well known apparatus for con- 
trolling pivotal motion of prior art gimbal systems. 

With more particular reference to FIG. 2 ,  a detailed section 
of the bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 24 and encoder 28 

50 is illustrated. Since the bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 34 
and the encoder 36 are similar in construction it is to be un- 
derstood that the following detailed description also applies 
thereto. According to the FIG. the bearing and gimbal lock 
mechanism 24 includes a generally cylindrical housing 48 in 

55 communication with an enlarged cylindrical housing 50 form- 
ing the enclosure for the encoder 28. The encoder housing 50 
is communicable with a spring motor housing 52 generally of 
reduced diameter cylindrical configuration and secured 
thereto in any well-known manner. 

A portion of the gimbal shaft 16 is received centrally within 
the housing 28, which shaft is provided with a first stepped en- 
larged diameter portion 54 immediately adjacent to a second 
stepped enlarged diameter portion 56. 

Slidably received in one end of the housing 28 is a generally 
65 annular lock and seal ring 58 having an internal opening 48 of 

complimentary configuration to the enlarged ' diameter 
stepped portions 54 and 56. Interiorly of the housing 28 the 
shaft 16 is provided with an enlarged diameter generally cylin- 
drical portion defining a gimbal shaft cage 62. The cage 62 has 

70 affixed thereto an enlarged diameter encoder disc 6%. The en- 
is pivotally received generally centrally of the 

housing 50 and is provided with a laterally extended, reduced 
diameter cylindrical journal 64 having rounded end portions 
and extending coaxially with the shaft I$. The particular 

75 details of the encoder will not be described, its being un- 

40 suspended for low friction pivotal motion with 2 

60 
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derstood that it is of a well-known type having an optical bearing cup 78 is slidably 
sensing mechanism 68 which optically detects the angular mo- mounted within a generally cylindrical sleeve E46 provided at 
tion of the encoder disc about the axis of the shaft 14 and in its open terminal end with an inwardly selected annular Range 
response thereto supplies information to the torquer 32 (or 148 providing a stop for the cup 78 as will be hereinafter ex- 
40) for controlling the oscillations of the shaft 14. 5 pfained in detail. The shaft 76 is surrounded by a cornpressed 

For example, the mechanism 68 is provided with mechani- coil spring 1.50. The cup 96 is slidably mounted in a generally 
cal limiters 70 in opposed relationship, extending radially with cylindrical sleeve 1§2 secured in any well-known manner tli 

respect to the cylindrical journal 66 and immediately adjacent ehe support 92, which sleeve is provided at its open end with 
opposed sides of the gimbal shaft cage 62. Axially projecting an inwardly directed flange 1% providing a stop for the cup 
mechanical limiters 72 of opposed facing relationship are 10 86. A compressed coil spring 156 surrounds the shaft 94 and 
disposed immediately adjacent opposed sides of the encoder impinges against the support 92 and the cup 95. The encoder 
disc 44. The projecting limiters are provided to aid in position- disc $4 is provided with clearance slots 159 providing 
ing the gimbal shaft cage 62 and the encoder disc 64 and clearance for the power shafts E 12 and 114. 
further to enable positioning of the journal 66 in alignment With more particular reference to FIG. 3, there is shown a 
with its bearings, to be hereinafter described in detail. 15 detail section of the bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 38 of 

With further reference to FIG. 2, a generally vertically ex- FIG. 1. The bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 38, provided 
tending support 74 extends through the cage 42 which is pro- on the shaft 23, is similar in configuration and the following 
vided with clearance openings 76 receiving the support detailed description additionally applies thereto. With 
member 74. The support member 74 slidably receives a shaft reference to the FIG., the bearing and gimbal lock mechanism 
76 extending centrally therethrough and provided at one end 2o 30 is shown with an outer cylindrical, enlarged diameter hous- 
with an enlarged cup 78. The shaft 74 and the cup 78 are in ing 158 provided with a reduced diameter portion 1669 secured 
axial alignment with the major.axis of the journal 66, the bot- in any well-known manner to an enclosing spring member 
tom wall of the cup 78 being provided with a thrust bearing 88 housing 162. A portion of the shaft I& is shown received in 
and the sidewalls of the cup 78 being provided with an annular an open end portion of the housing 13 138 and is provided 
sleeve bearing 82, the central opening thereof being defined 25 with a first stepped, enlarged diameter portion 164 im- 
by a rounded annular sidewall. As will be hereinafter ex- mediately adjacent a second stepped enlarged diameter por- 
plained in detail, the thrust and sleeve bearings are provided tion 146. 
to support the journal 46 and thereby the shaft 16 (or 22) of The end of the shaft 16a terminates in a reduced diameter 
the gimbal PO. On the opposite end of the shaft 74 is provided 3o cylindrical journal 168 provided with a spherical end portion. 
a cup 84 which rotatably received the enlarged head of a drive Slidably received in the open end portion of the housing 158 is 
shaft 86 threadably received on a generally U-shaped portion a generally annular lock and seal ring 1’95 surrounding and 

. The drive shaft 86 is secured centrally of complimentary in configuration with the stepped portions 544 
an enlarged diameter bearing drive gear 9@. On the opposite and 146. The enlarged diameter portion of the housing 958 is 
side of the encoder disc 64 is a generally vertically extending 35 provided interiorally at one end thereof with a support 172 
support 92 complimentary in configuration to the support 74 which slidably receives centrally thereof a shaft 174 provided 
and provided centrally thereof with a slidably received shaft at one end with a cup 176. Contained within the cup E76 is a 
94 having an enlarged cup receiving a thrust bearing 98 in sleeve bearing I78 the central opening thereof being defined 
axial alignment with and in opposed relationship with respect by a rounded sidewall configuration for receiving the cylindri- 
to a rounded end portion of the cylindrical journal 66. The op- 40 cal journal 368 in a manner to be hereinafter explained. 
posite end of the shaft 94 is provided with an enlarged cup 9069 The cup 176 is slidably received in a generally cylindrical 
which rotatably receives the enlarged head of a drive shaft sleeve 180 secured to the support 172 in any well-known 
102, similar in configuration to the drive shaft 86. The drive manner. The sleeve 480 is provided at its open end thereof 
shaft 1132 is secured centrally of an enlarged diameter drive with an inwardly directed annular flange H82, providing a stop 
gear E M  similar in configuration to the drive gear 90. As 45 for the cup 176. The shaft 174 is surrounded hy a compressed 
shown in the FIG., the shaft 101, is supported on a generally U- coil spring 884, the ends of which iriipiiige against the support 
shaped support 406 similar in construction to the support 88. I72 and the cup 176. The opposite end of the shaft 474 is pro- 

The drive gear 104 is power connected to the gear 98 in the vided with an enlarged diameter cup BSB which rotatably 
fo:lowing manner. The gear P W  intermeshes with a pair of receives an enlarged end portion o f a  threaded drive shaft 18% 
spaced pinions BO8 and 118, respectively connected to elon- 50 which is secured centrally of an enlarged diameter drive gear 
gated power shafts 112 and 114, each extending through the 190. 
supports 92 and 74, the encoder disc 64, and rotatably sup- As shown in the FIG., a generally U-shaped support 192 
ported on laterally extending portions of the U-shaped sup- threadably receives and supports the drive shaft $38. The en- 
ports 104 and 88. The opposite ends of the power shafts 132 larged drive gear E90 matingly engages an enlarged diameter 
and 114 are respectively provided with pinions 116 and 198 5 5  internal gear 194 which is connected to a spring motor shown 
which intermesh with the driving gear 90. Further, the shafts schematically at 196 which motor may be of any well-known 
912 and 114 extend through the cage 62 and protrude type and contained within the housing 142. A pair of spaced 
therefrom, the cage being provided with clearance apertures pinions 188 and 200 matingly engage the enlarged diameter 
120 and 122 receiving the extended end portions 134 and 126 drive gear 190 and are connected to elongated power shafts 
of the shafts 112 and 114. Spur gears 128 and 130 are secured 60 202 and 284, respectively. 
to the end portions 124 and 126. Each of the spur gears en- The power shafts are rotatably received in enlarged project- 
gages on the inner annular threaded portions of an annular ing portions 206 and 208 of the support 172. The ends of the 
gear 132 surrounding and threadably engaging the gears 128 power shafts ZBS and 2Q8 are provided with spur gears 2BO 
and $30. The outer cylindrical periphery of the annular gear and 212. The spur gears respectively engage upon the inner 
132 is threaded at I34 and mately engages a threaded annular 65 threaded cylindrical sidewall of a ring configured drive nut 
interior portion 135 of the housing 48. 2%. The outer cylindrical periphery of the drive nut is pro- 

An end portion of the annular gear 132 is provided with an vided with enlarged threads 216 engaging the cylindricai in- 
inwardly projeczing annular flange 138 which impinges against terior threaded portion 118 of the Rousing 15% The end por- 
an enlarged diameter thrust bearing 140 which is engaged by tion of the drive nut is provided with an inwardly directed an- 
the flange 3.38 and the generally annular lock and seal ring 58. 70 nular flange 220 impinging against an enlarged diameter 

Within the spring motor housing 52 is shown schematically thrust bearing 222, which bearing is engaged by the flange 22s 
a spring motor E42 for a purpose to be hereinafter described. and the lock and seal ring 170. 
The spring motor may be of any well-known type and may be In operation of the bearing and gimbal lock mechanisms of 
provided with an enlarged diameter internal gear 144 which FIGS. 2 and 3, reference will now be made eo FIG. 4. Accord- 
mates with the spur gear 108. 75 ing to the invention, the bearings are designed to support on!? 

As shown in the FIG., t 
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those loads encountered by the gimbal in orbit after deploy- The mode of power required to move the locking rings and 
ment of the boom. If the bearings were designed to withstand release the gimbal shaft 86 and 16u is derived from the spring 
much larger loads such as those encountered during launch or moton 141 and 196. With reference to FIGS. 2 and 4, the 
deployment of a spacecraft, much larger diameter bearings spring motor 142, when electromagnetically released by a 
with larger contact area would be required. Such large 5 proper command signal, rotates the internal gear 1 
bearingswould produce higher static frictibn, thereby impe;f- 
ing the pivotal movement of the gimbal about its axes, and 
further would be susceptible to particulate contamination. 

Accordingly, the initial loads associated with launch and 
deployment are transmitted to the gimbal lock rings 58 and 
170, which, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 are engaged initially on 
the stepped diameter shafts 16 and 16a. With the locking rings 
engaged on the stepped diameter of the shafts 16 and 16a, the 
complimentary geometries of the rings and the stepped diame- 
ters will prevent radial motion of the shafts 16 and BQa. Addi- 
tionally, contamination is excluded from the interior of the 
housings 48 and 158, the locking rings further retaining a con- 
tamination free atmosphere within the housings, thereby in- 

& t k n ,  rotates the enlarged drive gear 104. accordingly, the 
power shaft 112 and 114 are rotated in order to drive the en- 
larged drive gear 90. Rotation ofthe power shafts also rotates 
the spur gears 128 and 830, which, in turn, advance the ring 
gear 132. As the ring gear advances, force IS transmitted 
through the enlarged diameter thrust bearing 140 to slidably 
move the lock ring 58, thereby disengaging it, as shown in 
FIG. 4, from the stepped diameter of the shaft 16. 

Upon rotation of the enlarged diameter drive gears 104 and 
90, the associated shaft 102 and 86 are advanced to slidably 
move the shafts 94 and 76, thereby engaging the thrust 
bearings 98 and 80 against the spherical end portions of the 
journal 66. Additionally, the sleeve bearing 82 is advanced 

suring reliable exclusion of contamination after; long delay in 20 over one end of the journal 66 thereby suspending one end of 
orbit before deployment of the gimbal system 10. the shaft 16 for low friction pivotal motion in response to rela- 

For example, spline slots (not shown) may be provided on tively low amplitude loads occasioned by the gimbal 10 in or- 
the lock and seal rings which may include complimentary bit. 
spline teeth (not shown) on the shafts 16 and 16a and the as- As the lock ring is disengaged from the stepped diameter 
sociated housings 48 or 158, thereby preventing rotational 25 shaft 16 and the thrust and sleeve bearings are positioned o n  
motion of the shaft during launch and deployment. the journal, the shaft 16 is retained in radial and axial align- 

As shown in the FIGS., the thrust and sleeve bearings are ment by the projecting limiters 70 and 72 which prevent inad- 
disengaged initially from the associated journals 66 and 168 in vertent displacement of the journal 66 beyond the tolerances 
order to prevent dzmage thereto during the shock and vibra- permitted by the draw-in capab es of the sleeve and thrust 
tion of launch and boom deployment. Additionally, with the 30 bearings. The thrust bearings are prevented from overload 
bearings so removed, their protection is assured without after engagement on the journal 66. More specifically, the coil 
requiring absolute avoidance of motion of the gimbal and the springs 850 and 156 force their associated bearing cups 78 
need for precision between the complimentary geometries of and 96 against the stops 148 and 154, thus providing positive 
the locking rings and the stepped diameters of the shaft 16. 35 positioning of the thrust bearings. However, if a thrust over- 

The radial sleeve bearings 82 and 178 are fabricated from a load is experienced, the springs 150 and 156 will yield to per- 
hard, high strength material suitable for use in hard vacuum mit motion of the thrust bearings to absorb the overload. 
environment, for example, synthetic ruby. Such strength and Further overload protection is provided by the hard stops of 
hardness characteristics are desirabIe to permit fabrication of the encoder discs 64 against the mechanical-projecting 
a small sleeve diameter and minimum bearing contact area. As 40 limiters 72. Accordingly, axial overload is absorbed first by 
shown in the drawings, entrances to the bearing bores are well soft stops provided by the coil springs and second by the hard 
rounded to facilitate registration and draw-in of the journals stops provided by the limiters. 
66 and 168 to be hereinafter explained in detail. Further, such Accordingly, the end of the shaft 16 is suspended for rela- 
geometry reduces the probability of dirt entrapment and the tively low friction free rotation upon its journal supported in 
generation of particles during axial motion of the gimbal 45 the sleeve and thrust bearings $2,98 and $0. To insure friction 
suspended on the bearings. Use of relatively small sleeve free pivotal motion of the shaft, the apertures 76 of the gimbal 
diameters insures that any particulate contamination present shaft cage 62 are configured as arcuate slots permitting 
will be easily sheared without producing undue friction that clearance for the support 74 as the cage 62 pivots together 
would interfere with pivotal operation of the gimbals. with the shaft 16. Additionally, the slots 157 of the encoder 

The journals 66 and 168 are also of hard-strength material, 50 disc 64 and the apertures 120 and 122 of the gimbal shaft cage 
for example, hardenable stainless steel. The thrust bearings 88 62 are of similar arcuate configuration. 
and 98 are of the same material as the radial sleeve bearings. With more particular reference to FIGS. 3 and 4 the opera- 
Each thrust bearing is located as close as possible to the en- tion of the lock ring 170 and the sleeve bearing 178 will be ex- 
coder disc 64, since the most critical axial clearance require- plained in detail. The spring motor 196 is electromagnetically 
ments of the gimbal suspension bearings occur between the 55 released by a proper command signal to drive the internal gear 
encoder disc and the associated encoder device 68. The I94 which in turn rotates the enlarged drive gear 190. Upon 
dimensional accuracy required of the thrust bearings are a rotation of the enlarged drive gear the associated threaded 
function of the respective temperatures of the shaft 76 and 94 shaft 188 i s  advanced. The shaft 174 is thus slidably advanced 
and the frame supports 74 and 90. Lengths of the journals 66 together with its associated bearing cup 176, thereby engaging 
and 168 are functions of the encoder disc temperature and the the sleeve bearing 178 over the cylindrical journal 168. Simul- 
temperature of the gimbal shaft 16. Since these temperatures taneously, the rotation of the drive gear 190 rotates the power 
are not likely to be the same, and since different fabrication shafts 202 and 204, thereby rotating the associated gears 23Q 
materials are involved, it is likely that thrust bearing locations and 212. Upon rotation of the gears the ring gear 214 is ad- 
and axial clearances thereof will vary with the temperature. 65 vanced with respect to the housing 158. The advancing mo- 
Accordingly, the axial length of the journal 66 is kept small to tion of the ring gear 214 is transmitted through the enlarged 
minimize clearance variation due to temperature changes. Ad- diameter thrust bearing 222 to slidably move the locking ring 
ditionally, the thrust bearings are kept symmetrical about the 870 with respect to the housing 158 and thereby disengage it 
encoder, thereby further minimizing the effects of clearance from the stepped diameter of the shaft 14a. Accordingly, as 
variations. It is to be understood that the invention is not 70 shown in FIG. 4, the lock ring 870 is shown disengaged from 
limited to the geometries of the bearings shown. For example, the stepped diameter of the shaft 16a, and the sleeve bearing 
the bearings 82 and 178 may be of cylindrical configuration, 178 is engaged on the cylindrical journai 168 thereby suspend- 
while the journals 66 and 168 may be provided with enlarged ing one end of the shaft B6a for relatively low friction rotation 
spherical end portions so as to form a bail-and-sleeve bearing in response to relatively low amplitude loads occasioned dur- 
geometry. 75 ing orbit of the gimbal BO. 
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Accordingly. the invention provides a gimbal lock The spiral-wrapped scroli and the surrounding sidewall 328 
mechanism which totally encloses gimbal-bearing supports and the end walls 22% and 230 mechanically limit the displace- 
and encoder apparatus until the gimbal is unlocked. Particu- ment of the spiral-wrapped conductor 232 in all directtons. in 
late contamination is thereby excluded from the enclosed in- order to protect it against shock and vibration. That is, the 
ternal structure of the bearings and encoder. Further, at- 5 coils of the conductor 232 are mechanically supported to - 
mosphere is retained within the enclosed structure, thereby in- 
suring reliable operation thereof after a relatively long delay 
before use ofthe gimbal system. 

Further modifications and embodiments of the invention 
are possible without departure from the scope of the inven- 
tion, for example, a low shear strength sealant may be pro- 
vided on the surfaces of the lock rings to insure further reten- 
tion of atmosphere in the enclosed structure without interfer- 
ing with the unlocking operation as described and the bearing 
journals may be of different configurations, and the gimbal 
lock rings may be utilized in conjunction with bearings which 
need not be initially disengaged from the gimbal shafts. 

With reference to FIGS. 1. 9 and 6. there is shown a sDiral 

prevent excessive deflections thereof in response to shock and 
vibration. in the radial direction, the scroll wrappings prevent 
excessive radial displacement of any portion of the conductor. 
The scroll is firmly supported along its entire lengih thereof by 
being clamped or otherwise secured to the end walls 222 and 
230. Under conditions of normal use, the scroll does not x -  
rually touch the spiral wrappings of Ehe conductor in order not 
to interfere with current carrying capability thereof. However, 
the scroll will engage the spiral-wrapped conductor to prevent 
its excessive radial displacement. Electrical insulation 
between the scroll and spiral-wrapped conductor is not neces- 
sary since the conductor does not contact the scroll except 
during extreme load conditions. 

flex lead module 24 which provides low resistance condudtion 20 
paths for electrical signals while producing negligible inter- gin Of Safety. 
ference with the pivotal motion of the gimbal 10. It is also When the spiral conductor experiences vibration loads. 
unaffected by the hard vacuum and temperature excursions there may be repeated impact ofthe wrappings ofthe COnduc- 
occurring in an outer space environment and is characteked tor against the scroll or housing. Accordingly, excessive stress 
by a high ratio of burn out current to rated current capability. 25 Or fatigue of the comhto r  is further Prevented if the scroll 

The spiral flex lead module of the present invention was and housing are made of a slightly resilient material. Afterna- 
conceived in response to the problem of conducting electrical tively, the scroll and housings may be coated with a resilient 
power and other signals to the electrical components carried material (not shown). Accordingly, the spiral-wrapped con- 
by the gimbal 10. since the gimbal carries thereon torquers, ductor 232 incurs impact stresses instead of stresses tending to 
encoders and electrical magnetic spring motor releases, a mul- 30 cause deformation thereof. The scroll and housing provide 

tion paths must involve a relatively low friction torque and an- behaves under loading conditions as a spirally wrapped 
gular spfing rate in order not to interfere with the pivotal mo- resilient spring having many resilient modes of oscillation. 

The effect of such damping of the spirally wrapped conduc- tion of the gimbal. 
35 tor against the housing and scroll may be further clarified as 

24 is shown provided with a plurality of cylindrical housings, follows. The clearance on all sides of the spiral-wrapped con- 
only two of which are shown. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  additional housings ductor will be on the order of 1 .O mm. Under vibration loads. 
may be included in stacked relationship as shown generally by the conductor will oscillate with respect to the housing such 
the dash outline 221. Each housing is provided wi:h a cylindri- 4O that its vibratory displacement is greater than the available 

sidewall 226 and end walls 228 and 230. With reference to clearance surrounding it. Accordingly, the spiral conductor 
and 6 ,  each of the cylindrical housings contain therein will impact with the housing and scroll. The resultant impact 

However, such insulation may be Provided as a f ~ ? h e r  mar- 

tiplicity of conduction paths must be provided. Such conduc- nonlinear damping for the spirally wrapped conductor which 

Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 5 the spiral flex lead 

a spirally wrapped flexible e]ectrical-conducting strip 232 ofa  
material such as copper, The Outer wrapping ofthe con- strikes a large rigid represenred 
ductor 232 is secured at 234 in any manner to a 45 The meta]-conducting rings 236 240 as 

stress is to that Occurring when an elastic body Of 

the housing and scroll. 

ring 236 Of diameter and imbedded in the terminals and heat conductors for the spiral-wrapped conduc- 

For example, with alumina porcelain, fabrication of the 
housing may be characterized wherein the product of its cross 

inner cylindrical sidewall 226 of its respective housing. The in- tor, wrapping Of the conductor 232 is secured at 
235 to a reduced diameter ring 24'. In turn the 
ring 240 is secured to a sleeve of insulating material 282. The 50 section times the thermal 
sleeve is secured in surrounding relationship on the shaft 16. porcelain will be equal to or greater than 
The spiral wrappings of the conductor 232 are insulated from of the cross section of the conductor 232 times its thermal 
one another by providing a spirally wrapped strip of insulating conductivity constant for copper. Accordingly, thermal cool- 
material 244. The outer spiral wrapping of the strip 244 is 55  ing of the spiral-wrapped conductor is accomplished fuRher 
secured to the inner cylindrical sidewall of the housing at 246, by radiant heat transfer through the housing, In effect, a safety 
located 180' away from the attachment point 234 of the con- factor is provided for rhe rated current capacify of the con- 
ductor to the housing. The spiral wrappings of the insulating ductor 232. 
material 244 are spaced to comprise a Passageway of scroll For example, the radial deflection of the conductor may be 
Configuration electrically insulating the length Of the Spiral 60 predicted, Where deflections thereof are the least, the spiral 
conductor 232. wrappings of the scroll 244 may be provided with the enlarged 

As shown in FIG. 9, the spiral wrappings of the insulating portions 252 and 2.54 which provide rigidity thereto yet 
strip 244 are secured along their entire elongated spiral preventing contact thereof with the conductos, 
lengths to the end walls 2% and 230 in any wd-known Other modifications and embodiments of the present inven- 
manner. To complete the assembly an input conductor 248 is 65 tion are probable without departing from the scope of the in- 
embedded in the outer cylindrical sidewall 226 and is in elec- 
trical contact with the metal ring 236. In similar fashion, an I claim: 
output conductor.248 is embedded in the inner sleeve of insu- 1. In a gimbal system wherein each pivotal axis of the gimbal 
lating material 242 and is in electrical contact with the metal is supported by bearings, the improvement comprising: a 
ring 240. Accordingly, a conduction path is provided by the 70 housing containing the bearings, locking means in said hous- 
input conductor 248 through the spirally wrapped conductor ing and initially engaging said gimbal for preventing motion of 
232 and through the output conductor 250. As shown in FIG. said gimba! and for sealably enclosing said hearings in said 
6, the scroll of insulating material 244 is provided at selected housing, said bearings being initially disengaged from said 
points with enlarged projecting portions 252 and 254, for a gimbal, and drive means for subsequently disengaging said 
purpose to be hereinafter described. 75 locking means from said gimbal and for engaging said bearings 

cOnSeant for 
times the 

vention as embodied in the appended claims wherein; 
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on said gimbal, whereby said gimbal is supported for pivotal 
motion. 

2. The structure of claim P wherein said gimbal is provided 
with a journal, said bearings comprise a first bearing cup pro- 
vided with a sleeve bearing and a thrust bearing and a second 5 
bearing cup provided with a thrust bearing. 

3. The structure of L'aim 2 wherein said drive means in- 
cludes a spring motor operatively connected to said first and 
second bearing cups for simultaneously axially engaging said 
thrust bearings on said journal and radially engaging mid 10 
sleeve bearing on said journal. 

4. The structure of claim 2 and further including resilient 
means associated with each bearing cup for providing soft 
stops for axial motion of said journal. 

disc carried by said gimbal, encoder means for detecting the 
pivotal motion of said gimbal on said bearings, said locking 

means initially operating to seal said encoder disc and wid en- 
coder means within said housing, and projecting portions on 
said encoder means engageable on said encoder disc to pro- 
vide hard stops for axial motion of said journal. 
6. The structure of claim 1, wherein said gimbal is provided 

with a journal and said bearings include a bearing cup pro- 
vided with a sleeve bearing, and said drive means includes a 
motor operatively connected to said bearing cup for ndially 
engaging said sleeve baring on said journal. 

7. The structure as recited in claim 1 wherein said gimbal is 
further provided with a spiral flex lead module comprising a 
generally cylindrical hOUSing enclosing a spirally wrapped 
strip conductor therein, said conductor being provided with 
an input conductor and an output conductor, and a spiral 

5. The Structure ofclaim 3 and further including an encde r  15 scroll insulating material defining a spiral passageway within 
the Spiral flex lead housing for containing the conductor. 
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